Coastman IT is an internationally oriented IT and Engineering firm with activities in
Switzerland, Germany, France and the BeNeLux countries. We work out IT related, technical
and organisational solutions for the transformation and improvement projects of our clients.
To meet our deadlines as partner in several challenging SAP projects we are now actively
recruiting :
Switzerland : German Speaking Switzerland (Basel – Bern – Zurich area)
SAP Logistics Lead Engineer/Lead Advisor (2x)
Your Role
-

-

You take up a leading technical and advisory role , designing and delivering solutions
for our clients' SAP implementations and projects
You work in a team together with other SAP professionals coming from different
backgrounds
You will be mostly at the client’s sites located in the region of Basel – Bern – Zurich
Some travel (depending on the project) is possible.

-

You work on each of the phases of a typical project :

-

Analysis : take a careful look at what is needed.
Design and Prototype : draw the maps and plans.
Build : make it work.
Test : put it all together. pass the exam.
Go Live : put on your boots. get ready for action.
Post Go Live : prove it in practice. resolve the issues.
You
-

You have a strong academic background in Business, IT or Engineering.
You have 5 years of experience in a consulting role in SAP MM, SD , LE and / or
WM. Any knowledge of ABAP or other programming environments is a bonus.
You have worked on implementations or projects of SAP Logistics (including go live
and post go-live care phases).
You have strong analytical skills.
You are eager to learn : both in-depth and by broadening your horizon.
You have a “can do” attitude and attack problems immediately.
You express yourself in German and English and you understand French. Any
additional European languages are a bonus.
You are not afraid to actively seek for solutions, even in unchartered territories.
You can work independently.
You are hybrid : you understand business, you act through IT.

-

You don’t neglect the human side : you understand the interaction between systems,
organisations and people.
You are balanced and professional in order to handle friction that comes with change.
You are flexible : you have no difficulty adapting to environments at different clients.
You take training serious.
You are organised and keep to deadlines.
You are responsible and careful in your actions. You are loyal, trustworthy and
discreet. Both our firm’s as our clients’ assets are in good hands.
You have a strong personality and know how to handle pressure and stress.

Your Reward
a rewarding company to work for :
-

be part of a dynamic sector in a growing organisation with international possibilities
fixed, full time contract
continuous formal education in SAP, languages, presentation and management skills
continuous help in your daily challenges via our resource network coastman.net
personalized coaching, feedback and career management through a dedicated line
manager that has your development as a target
help in obtaining the right work-life balance

an attractive package built around your experience and results, including :
-

above average salary
company car
pension fund contributions
contribution medical insurance
bonus according to personal and company targets
laptop + internet@home
cell phone and mobile data
allowances for travel abroad and per night not at home

